Unit Two: Social Science

Mon 10/23  In Class: -Discussion of Unit Two
         -Outside Observations


            Moodle Assignment Due: You have two choices: 1) Post an informal response about the reading that raises a discussion topic for your classmates to consider, or 2) Respond to one of your classmate’s postings (i.e. contribute to the on-line discussion).

Mon 10/30  Reading assignment: “Kicking the Secularist Habit,” David Brooks, WAW, pp. 630-633.
            “Can a Muslim Be a Terrorist?” Zayn Kassam, WAW, pp. 775-789

            Moodle Assignment Due: You have two choices: 1) Post an informal response about the reading that raises a discussion topic for your classmates to consider, or 2) Respond to one of your classmate’s postings (i.e. contribute to the on-line discussion).

Wed 11/1   Observation notes due in class. Plan to present your notes and solicit feedback in class.

Mon 11/6   Assignment Due in Class: Rough Draft (2-4 pages typed). Please bring two copies to class.

Wed 11/8   Assignment Due in Class: Please bring 3 copies of your 2nd revision (4-6 pages typed).

Sun 11/12  **Final Draft of Major Writing Assignment due electronically by Midnight.***